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Abstract—A Monolithic biosensing platform is presented for
miniaturized amperometric electrochemical sensing in CMOS.
The system consists of a fully-integrated current readout circuit
for differential current measurement as well as on-die sensors de-
veloped by growing Platinum nano-structures (Pt-nanoS) on top
of electrodes implemented with the top metal layer. The circuit
is based on the switch-capacitor technique and includes pseudo-
differential integrators for concurrent sampling of the differential
sensor currents. The circuit further includes a differential to
single converter and a programmable gain amplifier prior to
an ADC. The system is fabricated in 0.35 µm technology and
measures current within ±20 µA with minimum input-referred
noise of 0.47 pA and consumes 9.3 mW from a 3.3 V supply.
Differential sensing for nano-structured sensors is proposed
to build highly-sensitive and offset-free sensors for metabolite
detection. This is successfully tested for bio-nano-sensors for
the measurement of glucose in sub-mili Molar concentrations
with the proposed readout IC. The on-die electrodes are nanos-
tructured and cyclic voltammetry run successfully through the
readout IC to demonstrate detection of H2O2.

Index Terms—Differential readout, Potentiostat, switch-
capacitor, Metabolite sensing, Bio-nano-sensor, on-die sensor, Pt-
nanostructure, Glucose sensor

I. INTRODUCTION

POINT-of-care diagnostics (POCD) allow faster test results
and immediate clinical decisions to be made. Such testing

requires biosensing platforms that are sensitive and selective
to the target metabolites, fast, autonomous, and ideally inex-
pensive. Electrochemical biosensors are good candidates for
POCD. They are commonly used to detect biomolecules in
blood samples in clinical laboratories or at home, for example
to monitor Diabetes by measuring glucose.

An array of such sensors where each pixel is made selecetive
to a particular biomolecule (through the use of selective
enzymes) enables a thorough study of different metabolites in
human blood, interstitial or tear fluid [1], [2]. The integration
of miniaturized biosensor arrays with readout instrumenta-
tion introduces the opportunity for a low-cost and mass-
manufacturable sensing platform. The integration also im-
proves the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the measurements and
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provides scalability by removing the long wire interconnects.
Such platforms have been introduced for DNA analysers using
affinity-based sensors [3], [4].

A main challenge in enzymatic-sensor miniaturization is
the detection of a small signal levels (in pico- or femto-
ampere range) due to small sensor area. Three-dimentional
structures such as Carbon-nano-tubes (CNT) [5] or gold nano-
structures [3] have been proposed where their integration to
the sensor increases the current level as well as its sensitivity
and results in a better Limit of Detection (LOD). Recently Pt
nano-structures (Pt-nanoS) are introduced which also allow
non-enzymatic detection of glucose [6].

Generally, the sensor current can be defined as the current
that passes through the Working electrode (WE) of a three-
electrode based electrochemical cell when the sensor is stim-
ulated by a fixed (e.g. in Chronoamperometry technique) or
a triangular (e.g. in Cyclic Voltammetry technique) voltage
waveform, among others. The sensor current, IWE , consists
of a background current and a redox current. The background
current does not depend on the concentration of the target
biomolecule and is partly due to the interferences from other
electro-active molecules in the solution as well as to layer-
ing phenomena. Both components of the background current
typically increase significantly in presence of nano-structures
where in particular the capacitive current increases [7]. The
presence of a large background current when reading out
a small redox current requires a high resolution ADC and
increases the power consumption of the readout circuit.

Differential measurement of electrochemical sensors is pro-
posed to remove the background current from the measure-
ments in one of the following ways (i) to measure and store
the background current in absence of the target biomolecule
and subtract it from the sensor current that is measured in
presence of the biomolecule [8], [9]. This method is effective
when there is a rapid change in the concentration of the
biomolecule such as in the case of dopamine. This is not the
case for glucose, lactate and other metabolites with gradually
changing concentration. (ii) to use an extra sensor (WEbkg) to
record the background current and subtract it from the main
sensor (WEmain) current in real-time. Differential charge-
based sensing using two electrodes has been implemented in
[10] for DNA detection where the charges generated at the
two electrodes, WEbkg and WEmain are sampled at different
phases of the clock.
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Based on the latter technique, in this paper we present a
novel fully-integrated differential readout IC (DiRIC) for am-
perometric sensing to remove the background current produced
by a WEbkg from the current of WEmain in real-time. The
WEbkg is designed to be minimally sensitive to the target
biomolecule so that the current difference still shows a high
sensitivity. Such extra sensor is produced by designing WEbkg
and WEmain with a similar geometry and structure as will be
discussed in this work. DiRIC is based on a chain of switch-
capacitor (SC) circuits that sample both sensor currents at
the same clock phase and removes the background current in
analog domain. The system provides wide dynamic range in
current detection and enables small current measurement in
presence of potentially large background current.

The simulation results of DiRIC were first introduced in
[11]. In this paper we advance this to show the fabricated
system and an evaluation of its performance through electro-
chemical measurements performed with a variety of sensors.
This is the first demonstration of differential measurement
for amperometric sensors and is achieved through the co-
design of the bio-nano-sensor and DiRIC. We propose a
method to develop a WEbkg to provide a current that resem-
bles the background (or offset) current of WEmain. Through
glucose measurements with the developed bio-nano-sensors
and DiRIC, we show that differential sensing is effective in
reducing the offset current as well as the current drift.

We also demonstrate for the first time the heterogeneous
integration of bio-nano-sensors with the readout system on
CMOS by growing Pt-nanoS directly on the top metal layer.
We show that the introduction of Pt-nanoS significantly in-
creases the sensor current. Moreover, we present preliminary
results for the detection of H2O2 with the developed platform.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II the design
of different circuit blocks in DiRIC is presented. In Section III
the fabricated system as well as the electrical characterisation
of DiRIC are shown. In Section IV we take the example of
glucose sensor and propose a protocol to prepare WEbkg and
WEmain, and present differential measurements acquired with
DiRIC and the developed sensors. Section IV also includes
the development of on-die sensors and measurements with
the integrated sensing platform. The conclusions are drawn
in Section V.

II. DIFFERENTIAL READOUT IC (DIRIC)
DiRIC consists of a potentiostat to control the voltage of

the sensor and a differential readout circuit to measure the
differential sensor current. The top level system architecture
of DiRIC is shown in Fig. 1. DiRIC can readout both on-
die and external (off-die) sensors to study different sensing
configurations and readout various sizes and types of sensors.
A typical electrochemical sensor consists of a reference elec-
trode (RE) and a counter electrode (CE) in addition to the
WE. A second WE, WEbkg , is added herein to the sensor to
demonstrate differential sensing.

A. Readout chain
The current readout circuit is designed to measure the

currents of WEmain and WEbkg with two integrator trans-
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Fig. 1: The high level block diagram of DiRIC with connec-
tions to the test PCB and off-die sensors

impedance amplifiers. The difference of the currents is then
amplified before the ADC. The schematic view of the readout
chain is shown in Fig. 2 and consists of four main building
blocks:

(i) Two 6-to-1 multiplexers select the sensors to be readout.
The multiplexers are externally controlled through digital
control bits and are implemented with transmission gates. Rel-
atively big transistors (w/l= 5/0.35µm) were used to reduce ron
and ensure accurate voltage control of the sensors regardless
of the sensor current.

The multiplexer at the main integrator connects the inte-
grator to one of the three on-die WEmain, two I/O pads or
an ISFET. The I/O pads can either be connected to off-die
WEs or be used to test the readout circuit. The multiplexer at
the background integrator is connected to an on-die electrode
(WEbkg), a REFET and a MOSFET for differential pH sensing
[11], as well as an I/O pad. Two dummy (i.e. always off)
connections (to Vdummy=VRE) are also included to equalise
the parasitic capacitance at the input of the integrators as
well as the leakage current of the two multiplexers. The latter
is mainly due to the off-state leakage current of the switch
transistors. The leakage equalisation is optimised for the on-die
sensing mode where the voltage at the two disconnected on-die
WEmains is assumed to be equal to VRE . The connections of
the multiplexers are shown in Fig. 2. DiRIC works in both
Single-mode and differential-mode, where in single-mode,
the multiplexer disconnects the reference integrator from any
input.

(ii) Two identical integrators convert the sensor current
into voltage. The three main benefits of using a SC-based
integrator over a resistor-based TIA [5] and a current-mode
potentiostat [12], [13], [14] are: The sensor current is low-pass
filtered straight away through the integration, which removes
the high frequency noise in the electrochemical process; The
SC-based integrator can measure bidirectional input currents
which is in particular required to perform a cyclic voltammetry
measurement; Finally, currents within a wide dynamic range
can be measured by tuning the reset clock of the integrator.

The sensor currents Imain and Ibkg are integrated during
the Integration phase (when φ1 = 0). During the Reset phase
(when φ1 = 1), Cint discharges through SLL. The low-leakage
switch, SLL, also enables the correct voltage on the WEs
through the negative feedback as well as a path for the sensor
current during the Reset phase.
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Fig. 2: The block diagram of readout circuit in DiRIC to measure and amplify the difference of two sensor currents.

The presented configuration of multiplexer and integrator
ensures that the applied voltage to the sensor is well-controlled
(i.e. fixed at VCM ) during the whole clock period, and there
is always a path for the sensor current either through Cint
(during the Integration phase) or through SLL (during the
Reset phase).

(iii) A differential to single converter (D2SC) takes the
difference of Vmain and Vbkg . Here, the SC technique is
chosen over a resistor-based difference amplifier, because the
output of the integrator is valid at the end of the Integration
phase and needs to be sampled right away. Moreover, the auto-
zeroing technique can be easily implemented within a SC-
based design to reduce the low frequency noise and cancel
the opamp offset.

The SC-based D2SC is designed similar to [15]. It samples
the two inputs at the same clock phase and uses correlated
double sampling (CDS) to cancel the clock-feed-through and
op-amp offset voltage. D2SC tracks Vmain and Vbkg during
the Integration phase and holds right before the Reset phase
begins, when φ2 is inserted. φ1 and φ2 are non-overlapping
clock cycles produced by the clock generator circuit. During
the Integration phase C3 is connected in feedback around
OPD2SC and causes the output to change only by the opamp
input offset voltage. This is a much smaller change than that
required without the usage of C3 where the output has to slew
to a voltage close to VCM each time the amplifier is reset. The
output of D2SC is valid during the Reset phase (i.e. φ1 = 1).
To achieve a unity gain, C1, C2, and C3 have similar values.

The clock waveforms with the primed superscripts change

before the non-primed waveforms in order to prevent charge
from escaping through C3 and C ′3. The OPD2SC is left open-
loop for this amount of time. However, this has no effect on
the ultimate output of the D2SC circuit except for causing
glitches at the clock transitions [15].

(iv) A programmable gain amplifier (PGA) amplifies the
output of the differential SC amplifier. The PGA is realized in
a SC architecture where the gain is proportional to the ratio
of the capacitors C4 and C5 where C4 is a programmable
capacitor array with a unit capacitor equal to C5 and four
bit dynamic range. Therefore, the gain of the PGA can be
programmed to any integer number from 1 to 16.

The output stage includes a 10 bit-SAR ADC (from standard
AMS library cell) and a serializer enabling voltages as small
as 3.3 mV to be resolved at the output of PGA.

B. Potentiostat
The RE and CE are controlled through an opamp in neg-

ative feedback, where different voltage profiles are generated
using a 10-bit digital to analog converter (DAC, from AMS
analog standard cell library). An off-chip microcontroller
is programmed to drive the DAC through an SPI module.
Different waveform profiles can be provided to control the
cell in Cyclic voltammetry, Square-wave voltammetry and
Chronoamperometry measurements.

C. Clock generator
All clock waveforms are generated on-chip by the clock

generator circuit. The clock generator circuit is shown in Fig. 3
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Fig. 3: The schematic of clock generator, adopted from [15].

where the inverted outputs were used to drive the PMOS tran-
sistors in the complementary switches. The clock waveforms
with the primed superscripts change before the non-primed
waveforms in order to prevent charge from escaping through
C3 and C ′3 in the D2SC circuit. The actual amount of the
delay between the clock phases and their primed version is
determined by the capacitor Cdelay and is nominally 10 ns
for Cdelay = 0.5 pF .

D. Amplifiers

Single-stage amplifier is chosen for the integrators and the
potentiostat to ensure the stability of OPint for a wide range of
load capacitance (i.e. the sensor). Single-stage amplifier is also
chosen for the PGA and D2SC over two-stage amplifiers to
ensure short settling-time of the amplifier and potentially low
power consumption. The folded-cascode structure is chosen
due to its higher gain among single-stage amplifiers. To
decrease the noise and the mismatch of the amplifiers, large
PMOS transistors are used for the input pair as well as
for the current mirror. The architecture of the PMOS-input
folded-cascode amplifier with transistor dimensions designed
for OPint is shown in Fig. 4.

The opamps in the integrator, D2SC, PGA have different
output drive strength (and thus bias current). The potentiostat
has to provide twice the current of the integrator to the load
(i.e. the CE), to accommodate for both WEbkg and WEmain
currents. Instead the opamp in the PGA should only satisfy
the speed and slew-rate requirement where the PGA should
settle within half of the fastest clock period. The simulated
specifications of the opamps are listed in Table I. Monte-carlo
simulation (with 200 samples, considering both mismatch and
process variations) is used to find the standard deviation of
the input offset voltage of the amplifiers.

E. Readout gain

The output voltage of the PGA, Vout, at the nth clock cycle
(where n is any integer number) after the start-up of DiRIC is
calculated as a function of the input currents:

Vout(nT + 3T/2) =
C4

C5
× Vout,D2SC(nT + T ) (1)

=
C4

C5
× T (Imain − Ibkg)

2Cint
(2)

where Tclk is the period of the clock. The transfer function of
DiRIC is:

Fig. 4: The schematic of the single-stage folded-cascode am-
plifier used in the integrator, D2SC, PGA, and the potentiostat.
The given transistor sizes are valid for the opamps used in the
integrators.

TABLE I: Simulated specifications of the amplifiers in differ-
ent circuits

Parameter integ,D2SC PGA ptnstat

Gain (dB) 82.7 83.5 71.5
-3dB bandwidth (kHz) 8.4 4.3 45

Phase margin (CL= 1pF) 53◦ 60◦ 59◦

Power cons. (mW) 1.67 0.46 2.18
Max output current ( µA) 126 35 207

Offset (mV) 1.64 1.63 1.65
CMRR (dB) 126.7 124 112
PSRR (dB) 84.4 84.6 72.5

Vnoise,in (µV, 1mHz-f−3dB) 11 14 14.2

Vout(f)

Idiff (f)
=
C4

C5
e−j2πfTclk

1− e
−j2πfTclk

2

j2πfCint
(3)

where Idiff is defined as Imain−Ibkg . The transfer function is
plotted in Fig. 5 for a clock frequency of 2 kHz, C4/C5 = 1,
and Cint = 15 pF . The f−10dB is defined as the frequency at
which the gain drops by 10dB. The f−10dB is considered the
noise bandwidth of the system for noise calculations in the
next section.

1) Gain error: The integrator is the main gain stage of the
readout circuit and any non-ideality in the Sll or OPint affects
the system gain. The sources of gain error are (i) voltage
drop across Sll during the Reset phase. This is due to the
the passage of Imain through the non-zero on-state resistance,
ron, of SLL that prevents the full discharge of Cint during the
Reset phase. (ii) finite transconductance, Gm of OPint which
causes the input differential voltage of OPint to grow as the
sensor current increases. The DC gain of the readout circuit is
re-written considering the two error terms mentioned above:

Vout
Iin

=
C4

C5
(

1

2fclkCint
+ ron,SLL −

1

Gm,OPint
) (4)

The main parameters of the integrator are summarized in
Table III and are used to drive the gain as well as the gain
error.
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Fig. 5: The simulated transfer function of DiRIC for a fclk =
2 kHz. The -10dB bandwidth, f−10dB , is taken as the noise
bandwidth.

F. Noise

The D2SC and PGA circuits use CDS technique to remove
the opamp offset and reduce the 1/f noise. However, the input-
referred noise of OPint as well as the thermal noise due to
ron,SLL couple directly to the integrator’s output during the
Integration phase, without being sampled. The integrator noise
is then tracked and held by the D2SC and PGA where the
foldover components are also added to it [16]:

V 2
n,out ' (

C4

C5
)2 × (V 2

n,opint + 4KTron,SLL + (5)

foldovers(V 2
n,opint + 4KTron,SLL)|fclk) (6)

where T is absolute temperature and K is the Boltzmann
constant.

III. FABRICATED SYSTEM

DiRIC is fabricated in 0.35µm technology with two poly
and four metal layers. The micro-photograph of the fabricated
IC is shown in Fig. 6. The top metal layer is used to form the
on-die sensor where a pad opening layer is used to remove
the passivation layer and make the last metal layer exposed
for post-processing. DiRIC occupies 0.6 mm2 and consumes
an average power of 9.3 mW from a 3.3 V supply. From this
the data converters (ADC and DAC) consume up to 1.1 mW
and the breakdown on other circuits are listed in Table I. The
on-die sensor measures 0.7 mm×0.4 mm. The electrodes are
placed in the middle of the chip to ensure more than 0.5 mm
distance from the edges of the fabricated IC required for proper
encapsulation of the chip and opening in the sensor area.

A. Electrical measurement

A PCB was made to test DiRIC in different modes and mea-
surement techniques. An Atmel ATtiny 1634 micro-controller
was embedded onto the test PCB as well as a Bluetooth chip.
The microcontroller is programmed to drive the DAC (through
SPI communication) in order to provide different voltage

Fig. 6: The micro-photograph of integrated system where the
on-die sensor array is highlighted. The array includes WEmain,
WEbkg , RE and CE.

waveforems (triangular, fixed, etc) on RE for the chosen
measurement technique. The microcontroller also provides the
clock, fclk, for DiRIC and reads the ADC through SPI. It
then transmits ADC data via UART to the Bluetooth chip
on the PCB which sends it to an Android tablet [17] where
it is displayed and stored. The node Vout is also buffered
(through a OPbuff which is similar in structure to OPPGA)
and accessible through a test pin. The clock frequency, fclk is
selected based on the maximum input current while the PGA
is adjusted to amplify the input current difference.

A Keithley 2602 is used to provide a sink or source input
current into DiRIC. Fig. 7 shows the Iin-Vout characteristics of
DiRIC for different input current ranges and clock frequencies
and in the single operation modes. The DC gain at each fclk
is reported in Table III. The single-mode operation shows
excellent linearity at sub 10 µA range. The simulations show
that the readout is linear for input currents up to ±100 µA.
However, this could not be measured due to slew-rate limita-
tions of OPbuff and speed limitation of the on-chip ADC.

The differential-mode is tested by fixing the difference
current, Idiff , to different values from 10 nA, 100 nA and
1 µA, and changing the background current, Ibkg where
Imain = Ibkg + Idiff . The frequency of the clock is chosen
based on the maximum Imain and the C4/C5 is chosen ac-
cording to Idiff . The results are shown in Fig. 8 demonstrating
the current subtraction accuracy of DiRIC for Ibkg up to 40
times higher than Idiff . This is limited by getting close to the
saturation of OPint for high Ibkg/Idiff ratios. Therefore, the
range can be further increased by increasing fclk and C4/C5

ratios as is seen in the case when Idiff = 100 nA.
The cyclic-voltammetry measurement was emulated by con-

necting a resistor (3.3 MΩ) between external RE and WE pins
(when RE and CE pins are short connected, fclk = 7 kHz
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and C4/C5 = 1). The microcontroller was programmed to
drive the potentiostat to produce a triangular voltage on RE
(See Fig. 9-(a)). The output of the ADC is stored on Android
tablet and plotted versus time in Fig. 9 showing successful
implementation of cyclic voltammetry. The input current is
calculated from the measured waveforms across the resistor.
The ADC output versus the input current to WE is plotted in
Fig. 9-(b)) showing a linear response within the nA range.

1) Noise and leakage current: The noise at Vout at different
fclk was measured at zero input current using a low-noise
pre-amplifier (with -3dB bandwidth at 1 MHz) followed by
a PicoScope 2205. Then from this, the total input-referred
current noise, In,in,tot, is calculated by dividing the output
noise, V 2

n,out(f), by the absolute value of the transfer function
and integration over the -10dB bandwidth, f−10dB , of the
readout circuit.

I2n,in(f) =
V 2
n,out(f)

|Vout(f)Iin(f)
|2

(7)

In,in,tot = (

∫ f−10dB

f0

I2n,in(f)df)1/2 (8)
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Fig. 9: The cyclic-voltammetry measurement emulated by
connecting a 3.3 MΩ resistor between RE and WE pins
of DiRIC (where RE and CE pins are short connected).
(a) the applied voltage across the resistor. (b) The Iin-Vout
characteristics of DiRIC extracted from this measurement.

where f0 is the minimum frequency in noise measurement and
is listed in Table II for different fclk.

The integrated input-referred current noise, In,in,tot versus
fclk is plotted in Fig. 10 and summarized in Table II. In,in,tot
decreases by decreasing fclk, and is as low as 0.47 pA at
fclk = 20 Hz. The linear trend can be explained in the
following way. (i) When fclk is higher than the bandwidth
of OPint (f−3dB,OPint , 8.3 kHz according to Table I), By
reducing fclk by a factor of ten, the DC gain, Vout

Iin
increases

and f−10dB decreases ten times. However, the fold-over
components in V 2

n,out (Eqn 6) also increase by almost the
same factor. Therefore, the integrated In,in within the f−10dB
bandwidth decreases by almost a factor of ten. (ii) When
fclk is higher than f−3dB,OPint , the fold-over components
are negligible and remain so by increasing fclk. Similarly,
the content of the input-referred current noise at frequencies
between f−3dB,OPint and f−10dB is negligible. Therefore by
increasing fclk by an order of ten, In,in,tot increases almost ten
times. The leakage current of the switches in the multiplexer
introduce an offset in the measurements and can saturate
OPint at low fclk. The measured input leakage current is
2.1 nA and was removed from plots in Figs. 7, 8, and 18-(b).
This leakage current saturates the readout circuit when fclk is
smaller than 20 Hz. The measured leakage current on three
ICs was 2.1, 2.95 and 3 nA and is reported in Table III along
with other specifications of the readout circuit.

Using DiRIC, the minimum detectable change in sensor
current is 0.47 pA while the maximum measurable current
is 20 µA. This leads to a large cross-scale dynamic range of
156 dB. A comparison with state-of-the-art will be presented
in the next section.

IV. ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENT

DiRIC can couple to and readout a variety of sensors thanks
to its high input dynamic range and its support of different
measurement modes and techniques. The versatility of DiRIC
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Fig. 10: The input referred current noise at different system
clock frequencies, integrated within a bandwidth of -10dB

TABLE II: Integrated input-referred current noise and param-
eters

fclk(kHz) f0(Hz) f−10dB (kHz) Vout
Iin
|DC (MΩ) In,in,tot

200 30.5 295 0.167 3.04 nA
20 3 29.5 1.667 0.35 nA
2 0.6 2.95 16.67 36 pA

0.2 0.06 0.295 166.7 3.5 pA
0.02 0.015 0.029 1667 0.47 pA

has been demonstrated in this section through measurements
with a range of on-die and off-die sensors. We propose and
test a protocol to prepare WEbkg and WEmain for differential
sensing of glucose. We also demonstrate for the first time the
heterogeneous integration of Pt-nanoS on CMOS to develop
integrated platform for amperometric electrochemical sensing.

A. Off-die sensors

1) Differential sensor preparation: Screen printed elec-
trodes (SPE) with one CE, one RE and two WEs were
purchased from Dropsens. Pt-nanoS was electrodeposited onto
both WEs from a solutions containing 50 mM H2SO4 (95-
98 %, Sigma) and 25 mM H2PtCl6 (Aldrich) using a commer-
cial potentiostat to perform Linear Scan Voltammetry (LSV)
between 0 V and 1 V with respect to an Ag reference electrode.
Here, a Pt electrode with an area of 12.54 mm2 was used
as CE and placed in parallel to WE of the SPE. After the
deposition process, a material activation was carried out by
acquiring multiple cyclic voltammograms between -0.2 V and
+1.5 V at 100 mV/s in 0.1 M H2SO4 until the overlap of two
subsequent voltammograms was observed.

The morphology of the obtained nanostructures on the WEs
was observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image. The SEM image shows a very high density of Pt-nanoS
was obtained (Fig. 11-right).

To prepare WEmain one of the Pt-nanostructurd WE in
the SPE was functionalized with a 5 µl drop consisting of
glucose oxidase (GOD) and the cross-linker, Glutaraldehyde
(GA) (both from Sigma-Aldrich, 15 mg/ml GOD in 100 mM
PBS with GA 2.5 %v/v as cross-linker in 9:1 volume ratio).

TABLE III: IC characteristic

Parameter Value

Gain settings (GS) 1, 2, 3, 4
fclk (kHz) (GS 1 to 4) 7, 28, 200, 800

DC Gain (V/µA)(GS 1 to 4) 4.4, 1.15, 0.16, 0.042
Input current range (GS 1 to 4) ± 0.3, ± 1 ,± 6, ± 20 µA

Measurement modes single-input; differential-input
Measurement techniques Chronoamperometry; Cyclic voltammetry
Max measurable current 20 µA at fclk=800 kHz

Min total input-referred-noise 0.47 pA at fclk=20 Hz
Input leakage current (2.5± 0.45) nA on three ICs

Gm,OPint 1.8 mA/V
ron,SLL 1.2 kΩ
Cint 15 pF

Technology 0.35 µm
Supply voltage 3.3 V

Power consumption 9.3 mW
Area 0.6 mm2

Fig. 11: Preparation steps of a dual-SPE for differential
measurement of glucose: (1) The bare dual-SPE with bare gold
electrodes; (2) Pt-nanoS electrodeposited on both WEmain and
WEbkg; (3) GOD and the cross-linker Glutaraldehyde (GA)
deposited on Pt-nanoS grown on WEmain, while only GA is
deposited on Pt-nanoS grown on WEbkg . The SEM image of
the WE covered in Pt-nanoS in step two (right).

To form the WEbkg , a 5 µl drop of GA (2.5 %v/v) was
deposited on the other WE. This is to ensure WEbkg has the
closest surface structure to WEbkg while it is still insensitive
to glucose. The developed bio-nano-sensor is then kept at 4 oC
overnight before use. The preparation steps of the electrodes
are summarized in Fig. 11.

2) Effect of Pt-nanS on glucose sensor current: To demon-
strate the effect of Pt-nanoS on the sensor sensitivity, a
Chronoamperometry measurement for the detection of glucose
is performed and results are shown in Fig. 12 using an SPE
(as shown in Fig 11-step(1)). Here, one WE of the SPE is
nanostructured with Pt-nanoS and functionalized with GOD
and GA, while another WE was only functionalized with GOD
and GA without being nanostructured. The measurements were
done using a commercial potentiostat at different times on the
same day by consecutively adding glucose by steps of 15 µM
or 2.5 mM to the PBS solution (Sigma, 100 mM, pH 7.4)
under stirring and aerobic condition.

The calibration curves reported in Fig. 12 show that by
introducing the Pt-nanoS the sensitivity (i.e. the slope of the
calibration line) of the sensor increases by almost two orders
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Fig. 12: Calibration curve measured during the chronoam-
perometry with glucose sensors enhanced by Pt-nanoS. Inner
graph: Similar measurement without Pt-nanoS.
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SPE prepared according to Fig.11.

of magnitude (See Table IV). The background current (Ibkg)
of the sensor has also increased considerably.

3) Differential sensing of glucose: Chronoamperometry
measurements of glucose were carried out at +650 mV in
PBS solution (Sigma, 100 mM, pH 7.4) under stirring and
aerobic condition by consecutively adding glucose (Sigma) up
to 1 mM by steps of 100 µM . The WEmain and WEbkg were
prepared according to the procedure shown in Fig. 11.

The sensors were conditioned for 50 minutes in the PBS
solution before the first addition step. The current of WEmain
and WEbkg were measured simultaneously using a commercial
potentiostat with two channels. The difference in the WEmain
and WEbkg currents was calculated after the measurements
and plotted in Fig. 13.

The measurement was repeated on the same sensors and
same day using DiRIC (fclk = 200 kHz, C4/C5 = 1) to con-
trol and readout all four electrodes of the sensor. The results
are plotted in Fig. 13 showing perfect matching of the two
measurements as the slope of the differential calibration curves
acquired by DiRIC is within 99% of the one measured with
commercial potentiostat. The discrepancy in the differential
offset between the two differential measurements can be due
to the slight change of the offset current of either WEmain or
Wbkg from one measurement to the other.

4) Discussions: Ideally, Ibkg that is measured from WEbkg
does not change with glucose concentration. However, as
seen from Fig. 13, Ibkg changes with concentration. This is
mainly due to the interference between the two WEs when the
H2O2 generated at the vicinity of WEmain diffuses towards
WEbkg where it is oxidised and results in a current. The
interference between the two electrodes can be defined as ratio
of sensitivities of WEbkg and WEmain to glucose:

Intereference =
SWEbkg

SWEmain

(9)

The interference is in theory independent from the sensi-
tivity of the main sensor, SWEmain as the Ibkg is a linear
function of Imain. To minimise the interference, the stirring
direction in above measurements were chosen such that the
liquid moves away from the WEmain in an opposite direction
to WEbkg .

The flow direction can be better controlled using a flow-
cell to decrease the interference. A measurement set-up with
a flow-cell is sketched in Fig. 14 where the liquid flow is
controlled to be in parallel with the WEs. Fig. 15 shows
chronoamperometry measurement with a differential sensor
using a flow rate of 25 µL/min and concentration steps of
1 mM . The differential sensor was prepared with the exact
same procedure described in this section except that an aged
GOD with a reduced activity was used which is expected
to have less sensitivity and higher background current. The
use of an aged enzyme was also thought to mimic the sensor
operation towards the end of its lifetime.

Table IV summarizes the results with off-die glucose sen-
sors. The observed interference measured using the flow-cell
technique is as low as 20%. We observed that the interference
depends on the geometry of the flow cell, its alignment to the
horizon and the flow rate. The interference may be minimized
by making a seperating wall between the WEmain and WEbkg
as shown in other works [18]. Another way is to place the
WEmain and WEbkg further apart.

The measured sensor currents in Fig. 15 also shows the
sensor current drifts in time at a fixed concentration of glucose.
The drift is as high as 110 nA/sec in the highlighted time
period in Fig. 15 and has been reduced to 45 nA/sec. The
current drift depends in part to the measurement condition
such as flow rate, direction, and change in Oxygen concen-
tration which contribute to mass transport; and in part to the
enzyme condition and activity which determines the kinetic
of the sensor. The mass-transport component of the drift is
compensated for using the proposed differential measurement
technique. However, only a part of the kinetic-related drift is
removed and that is through the effect of the interference. In
other words, assuming that 20% of the reported 60% drift-
reduction is due to the interference effect, the contribution of
the mass-transport component is 40% of the whole drift and
the remaining 60% could be attributed to the kinetic of the
sensor.

B. On-die sensors
To develop and test the on-die electrodes, the IC was wire-

bonded to a test PCB. The wires were then covered with epoxy
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TABLE IV: Summary of Chronoamperometry measurements with off-die glucose sensors

Reference sample condition Pt-nanoS Ibkg|0 µM Imain|0 µM SWEmain

SWEbkg

SWEmain
time-drift (∆I/∆t) reduction

Fig. 12 Stirring No – 302 nA 0.08 µA/mM – NA
Fig. 12 Stirring Yes – 47 nA 6.9 µA/mM – NA
Fig. 13 Stirring Yes 134 nA 158 nA 4 µA/mM 28% NA
Fig. 15 flow cell Yes 300 nA 318 nA 0.68 µA/mM 20% up to 60%

Fig. 14: The measurement set-up for the differential chronoam-
perometry of glucose using a flow cell
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Fig. 15: The chronoamperometry for glucose measurement
(with commercial potentiostat) with differential bio-nano-
sensor under the flow condition. Both drift and offset are
reduced using differential measurement.

such that electrodes are exposed for post-processing.
1) Electrodeposition of Pt-nanoS: Pt-nanoS was deposited

on the electrodes, that were made by the top metal layer, in the
following way. An external Ag/AgCl reference electrode and
a Pt counter electrode were used as shown in Fig. 16. A drop
of the solution (50 mM H2SO4 (95-98 %, Sigma) and 25 mM
H2PtCl6 (Aldrich)) was placed to cover all the electrodes.
Three repetitive LSVs from 0 V to 0.8 V were performed
between the on-die WE versus the reference electrode using a
commercial potentiostat.

The morphology of the WE surface was investigated with
a Zeiss Merlin high resolution scanning microscopy after the
measurements were performed. The SEM images are shown
in Fig. 17 where the Pt nanoS are clearly visible.

2) Measurements with nanostructured on-die sensors:
Measurements with on-die sensors were carried out before
and after the addition of Pt-nanoS to the electrode. A drop of
100 mM PBS solution containing 0 and 1 mM concentrations
of H2O2 was placed on top of the IC. The Ag/AgCl reference

Fig. 16: The photograph of set-up for the electrodeposition
of Pt-nanoS on on-die electrodes. An Ag/AgCl reference
electrode and a Pt counter electrode were used to enhance
the deposition. Inner image: the microphotograph of DiRIC
and on-die electrodes inside the epoxy well.

electrode and the Pt counter electrodes were used. All three
electrodes were connected to DiRIC for voltage control and
current readout. The system clock, fclk, was set to 7 kHz
and a triangular waveform with the slope of 95 mV/sec
was applied between WEmain and the reference electrode.
The acquired three consecutive voltammograms are shown
in Fig. 18 where the overlap of the voltammograms is the
indication of the sensor stability.

Voltammograms measured on the same electrode before and
after growing Pt-nanS are presented in Fig. 19. The peak-to-
peak sensor current from the four measurements in Fig. 19
are listed in Table V (under WEmian,A) showing an increase
of more than one order of magnitude in the sensor current
by introducing Pt-nanoS. There is also a threefold increase
in the nanostructured sensor current in presence of H2O2.
This demonstrates the high sensitivity of the sensor to H2O2

which is the main product of redox reaction in enzymatic
electrochemical sensors such as glucose and lactate.

3) On-die sensor variability: The peak-to-peak current
of the voltammograms acquired with an on-die Pt-nanoS
WEmian prepared as described in Section IV-B1 on a dif-
ferent IC is also reported in Table V (under WEmain,B) for
comparison. The peak-to-peak current of the two Pt-nanoS
sensors match by 80% and 75% in presence and absence of
H2O2, respectively. The difference in the current of the two
sensors could be attributed to the variability in the deposition
of Pt-nanoS. The variability could be minimized by further
optimizing the electrodeposition parameters such as the range
of the applied voltage in LSV as well as the number of
repetitions.

Alternatively, DiRIC can effectively address the Pt-nanoS
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Fig. 17: SEM images at different magnification of first demonstrated Pt-nanoS grown on the top metal layer of CMOS, This
is the WEmain on the same substrate as DiRIC.

TABLE V: Summary of CV measurements with on-die sensors

Solution Pt-nanoS Peak-to-peak current (nA)
WEmain,A WEmain,B

PBS 100mM Yes 45 34
H2O2 1mM Yes 142 114
PBS 100mM No 3 2
H2O2 1mM No 5 3.5

sensor variability. This includes for example sensor offset-
removal through a differential measurement. In the case of
Cyclic voltammetry, The differential measurement could be
performed between a Pt-nanoS electrode, WEmain, and a
bare Al electrode, WEbkg , kept in a single fluid chamber to
remove a DC offset from the acquired voltammogram (See
Fig. 19). A more effective offset removal, that can be applied
in Chronoamperometry measurement, is through a differential
measurement between two Pt-nanoS electrodes kept in two
separate chambers containing two solutions: one with a known
(e.g. zero) concentration of the target molecule (at WEbkg)
and the second solution with the unknown concentration (at
WEmain).

Moreover, the variability in the sensitivity of on-die Pt-
nanoS electrodes could be addressed through DiRIC using
a two-step calibration scheme. In a first step, the sensor
sensitivity is calculated through measuring the sensor current
at two or more known concentrations of the target molecule;
In a second step the PGA gain and the system clock frequency,
fclk, are configured such that the sensor sensitivity multiplied
by the gain of DiRIC is kept constant among all devices.

4) Discussions: The growth of Pt-nanoS on the top metal
layer is demonstrated here to increase the current level of
the on-die sensor by an order of magnitude. This enables
the integration of miniaturised and highly sensitive redox-
based sensors with the readout systems on CMOS and further
improves upon CMOS sensor arrays for the detection of
metabolites with improved SNR and LOD.

A comparison with state-of-the-art is presented in Table VI
showing DiRIC is the first fully-integrated readout circuit that
samples and subtracts, at the same clock phase, differential
sensor currents with an overall cross-scale dynamic range of
156 dB. The presented work is also the first to demonstrate
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Fig. 18: The repetitive cyclic voltammograms acquired with
DiRIC and on-die sensors developed with Pt-nanoS.
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Fig. 19: Cyclic voltammograms with DiRIC and on-die sensors
in presence and absence of Pt-nanoS.

the heterogeneous integration of Pt-nanoS sensors on the IC
developed in CMOS technology.

V. CONCLUSIONS

DiRIC is presented for differential measurement of am-
perometric sensors using SC technology. DiRIC can measure
currents within ±20 µA with minimum input referred noise
of 0.47 pA and an input leakage current of 2.1 nA.

The bio-nano-sensor and DiRIC are co-designed to allow
generation of the background current through WEbkg , and its
subtraction from the current of WEmain through DiRIC. A
method for the preparation of a differential bio-nano-sensor
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TABLE VI: Comparison summary with state-of-the-art integrated circuits for amperometric biosensors

Paper Measurement mode Sampling of Iin1,2 Min current Max current Cross-scale DR∗ Technology Power cons. On-die WE Nano type

ISSCC’06[10] differential different clock phases – – – 0.5 µm – No –
TBCAS’13[19] differential same clock phase – – – 0.18 µm 240 mW No –
TBCAS’13[20] single – 24 pA 0.35 µA 83 dB 0.35 µm 0.19 mW Yes 3D gold
TBCAS’16[21] single – 0.5 µA 7 µA 43 dB∗∗ 0.18 µm 0.07 mW Yes Carbon nanofibre
TCAS-I’06[22] single – 0.05 pA ±0.1 µA 132 dB 0.5 µm 11 µW No –
TBCAS’07[23] single – 0.1 pA ±0.5 µA 140 dB 0.5 µm 1.27 mW No –
TBCAS’16[12] single – 0.1 pA 16 µA 164 dB 0.5 µm 241 µW No –

This work differential same clock phase 0.47 pA ±20 µA 156 dB 0.35 µm 9.3 mW Yes Pt nano-structures
∗ Dynamic range across multiple gain settings. ∗∗ Calculated based on one reported gain setting

is proposed. Measurements performed on the developed bio-
nano-sensors for glucose detection show substantial reduction
in the sensor offset current and the time-drift through the
proposed differential sensing system.

Pt-nanoS on-die sensors were demonstrated for the first time
using a simple electrodeposition technique. Measurements
performed by DiRIC on on-die sensors show an order of
magnitude increase in the current by the introduction of Pt-
nanoS, as well as an increase in the sensitivity of the sensor
to the H2O2. This allows the integration of miniaturised and
highly sensitive sensors with the readout systems on CMOS
for redox-based amperometric sensing of metabolites such
as glucose and lactate. This further paves the way for the
development of miniaturized integrated devices for point-of-
care diagnostics and the internet of medical things.
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